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Colan Totte Co., Ltd. 

  

Improve Circulation and Alleviate Stiffness just by wearing 

Introducing COLANTOTTE LOOP QUON, a Magnetic Health Care Bracelet 

Overseas Launch Begins October 2018 

 

 

Colan Totte Co., Ltd. (Headquarters: Osaka, JAPAN; CEO: Katsumi Komatsu), a manufacturer and 

distributor of magnetic medical device “Colantotte”, will begin selling the new magnetic bracelet 

“COLANTOTTE LOOP QUON” overseas in October 2018. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Release date 

Overseas Launch Begins October 2018 

Country of sale 

ASIA: 

SOUTH KOREA, CHINA, TAIWAN, HONG KONG, THAILAND, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE, VIETNAM, 

PHILIPPINES, INDONESIA 

EUROPE: 

UNITED KINGDOM, IRELAND, GERMANY, FRANCE, SPAIN, NETHERLANDS, GREECE 

NORTH AMERICA: 

U.S.A 

Distribution Countries: https://www.colantotte.jp/global/network/ 
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 COLANTOTTE LOOP QUON, Japanese Medical Device 

COLANTOTTE LOOP QUON is a magnetic bracelet that uses 

the power of magnetism to improve circulation and relieve 

stiffness at the area it is worn. QUON contains four magnets 

arranged in the Colantotte’s unique Alternating North-South 

Polarity Orientation (ANSPO™). This arrangement allows the 

magnetic force to affect a large three-dimensional area to 

improve blood circulation and alleviate stiffness. Experience 

the authentic effects of a certified medical device. 

*Japanese medical device certification number: 

223AGBZX00188A01 

 
 

 

 

■A Simple, Ever-appealing Design 

The bracelet utilizes a basic design that never gets 

old, inspired by the checkered and diamond patterns 

redolent of Japanese brands. The subdued two-tone 

color can be worn by anyone regardless of gender 

and seamlessly blends in with everything from 

everyday fashion to the constantly shifting trends of 

athleisure fashion. As we wish for this product to be 

used regularly for a long period regardless of the 

times, we named it “QUON” after the Japanese word 

for “eternity.” 
 

 

 Adjustable for a Custom Fit 

We use silicon for the belt so that it can be cut with 

scissors. Using the numbers engraved on the belt 

surface as a guide, you can easily customize the size 

by cutting at the appropriate spot, allowing both men 

and women to wear it with ease. Additionally, the 

material is soft and elastic to allow for a snug fit 

when worn on your arm. 
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Front  Back  

    

   

 

 

Product name COLANTOTTE LOOP QUON 

Japanese medical 

device certification 

number 

223AGBZX00188A01 

Material ＜Belt＞Silicone 

＜Buckle＞Stainless Steel (SUS304) 

＜Magnet＞Four 100mT (1,000 Gauss) Ferrite permanent magnets 

Color Coal Black, Birch White, Garnet Red, Abyssal Blue, Hunter Green 

Size Adjustable (14cm - 22cm) 

 

Coal Black  Birch White  Garnet Red  

Abyssal Blue  Hunter Green   
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■Colantotte Magnetic Medical Gear 

Colantotte products contain permanent magnets arranged in the Colantotte’s unique 

Alternating North-South Polarity Orientation (ANSPO™). This arrangement allows the 

magnetic force to affect a large area to improve circulation and alleviate stiffness at the 

applied location. It is certified in Japan as an authentic magnetic health device. 

In 2005, Colantotte was launched in America under the overseas brand TRION:Z. 

Professional golfers Rory McIlroy and Rickie Fowler as well as many other top athletes 

regularly use this gear to soothe and support their bodies. Additionally, in 2012, one of the 

Colantotte bracelets was featured prominently as a key story item in the Hollywood movie 

“The Avengers” as part of a tie-up campaign, demonstrating the recognition of the brand’s 

quality and design not only in Japan, but by many people all over the world. 

 

■Colan Totte Co., Ltd. 

“Providing Health-focused Products That Bring Heartfelt Smiles to People’s Faces” 

Since its founding in 1997, Colan Totte Co., Ltd. (formerly Arc Quest Co., Ltd.) has been a 

medical device manufacturer with “Health, Spirit, and Smiles” as its motto, and in 1999 it 

began selling its Colantotte brand of magnetic therapeutic devices and health gear for 

general use. 

In 2008, it obtained ISO 13485 certification and established a system for maintaining and 

improving the quality of its medical devices. It also obtained the CE Marking safety 

standard certification in Europe and medical device certification (MFDS) in South Korea, 

among others, and it is continuing its efforts in various major countries throughout the 

world. 

In July 2015, it changed the company name to Colan Totte Co., Ltd., and continues 

striving to support a healthy lifestyle for everyone in Japan and the rest of the world. 
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【Company Profile】 

Colan Totte Co., Ltd. 

President/CEO Katsumi Komatsu 

2-10-26 Minamisenba, Chuo-ku, Osaka 542-0081 Japan 

Business Contents: Manufacturing and sales of medical devices; Manufacturing and sales 

of daily sundries; Mail order 

URL: https://www.colantotte.jp/ 

 

【CONTACT】 

Colan Totte Co., Ltd. PR Dept 

MAIL: press@colantotte.co.jp 

     

 

 


